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ABSTRACT

Electroencephalograms (EEGs) are useful for analyzing brain activity, and spa-
tiotemporal patterns in the EEG signal have clinical value, serving for example as
biomarkers of diseases such as epilepsy. EEGs are a combination of components
from multiple sources within the brain, the electrical activity of muscles, including
the heart, and artifacts due to movement and external signals (e.g, line noise). Sep-
arating and classifying the sources of these components is important for analyzing
the brain patterns in the EEG data. We propose bag-of-waves (BoWav), a new
feature for the classification of EEG independent components (ICs). BoWav rep-
resents the IC time series through the distribution of counts of waveforms from a
learned shift-invariant dictionary based reconstruction. We found that BoWav has
a promising predictive performance, outperforming the state-of-the-art method for
IC classification, ICLabel, in two of three classes of interest.

1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKS

EEG time series data are noisy due to various artifacts in the signal such as muscle twitching and
eye blinking. Separating out these artifacts along with decomposing the remainder into constituent
brain sources can be accomplished using independent component analysis (ICA) Hyvärinen & Oja
(2000), which can extract statistically independent components (ICs) from EEG time series.

For use in clinical settings, these components still need to be manually examined by experts to
determine their provenance. Several works have proposed the use of spatial, spectral, and temporal
features to automatically classify ICs, like the difference in average activation between the frontal
and posterior areas of the brain to detect eye blinks Mognon et al. (2011), the power in standard EEG
spectral bands like the α-band Winkler et al. (2011); Frølich et al. (2015), and summary statistics like
kurtosis, differential entropy, and amplitude range Sai et al. (2018); Mognon et al. (2011); Frølich
et al. (2015); Winkler et al. (2011).

Recently, Pion-Tonachini et al. (2019) proposed a neural network architecture, ICLabel, to classify
component signals into seven different categories such as brain, eye artifact, noise, muscle artifact,
power line noise, etc. IClabel relies on second-order statistics of each IC’s time series, namely, the
power spectral density (PSD) estimate and the auto-correlation sequence, along with the topograph-
ical scalp map obtained from ICA over the known electrode placement. This approach ignores the
higher-order statistics of the time series, like the morphology and occurrence rate of recurrent wave-
forms. Additionally, in some scenarios such as electrocorticographic (ECoG) data, the spatial data
differs between subjects due to different electrode placement, limiting the applicability of current
approaches.

Our hypothesis is that since waveform morphology is crucial to expert analysis Cole & Voytek
(2017), then relying on second-order statistics is insufficient for distinguishing different types of
components with similar spectra. Cui et al. (2018) was the first work that proposed a bag-of-waves
(BoWav) representation of EEG signals to classify between two conditions, using a k-means algo-
rithm to learn two class-specific codebooks of waveforms, and the counts of occurrences of those
waveforms (BoWav) in the EEG signals to train a binary classifier. Noticing the importance of learn-
ing codebooks that are invariant to local temporal shifts, Mendoza-Cardenas & Brockmeier (2021)
proposed a shift-invariant k-means algorithm to learn the codebooks, and validated their method
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using the BoWav representation on the classification of preictal and interictal activity on the ECoG
recording of four epileptic patients.

Here we expand the work of Mendoza-Cardenas & Brockmeier (2021) by applying the BoWav rep-
resentation to the multi-class problem of IC classification, following a weakly-supervised learning
approach to deal with situations where some instances and classes do not have expert-annotated la-
bels, and showing that this method can generalize to unseen subjects. Please refer to Appendix C
for an extended discussion on related work.

2 METHODS AND DATA

Let D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xNexp , yNexp), (xNexp+1, yNexp+1), . . . , (xN , yN )} denote a dataset of N in-
stances, with Nexp expert-annotated ICs, xi ∈ Rni the i-th IC time series of length ni, with label
yi ∈ Yexp if 1 ≤ i ≤ Nexp, and yi ∈ Y if Nexp < i ≤ N , for i ∈ [N ], and Yexp ⊂ Y . We evalu-
ate BoWav in the classification of ICs into the seven IC classes defined by ICLabel Pion-Tonachini
et al. (2019): Y = {brain, muscle, eye, heart, line noise, channel noise, other}.
We use a dataset with a total of N = 7255 ICs coming from 34 subjects, and Nexp = 1162(16%)
of those ICs having expert labels for three of the seven IC classes: Yexp = {brain, muscle,
eye} Onton & Makeig (2022) (See more details in Appendix A). We did not perform any further
preprocessing of the data. Since the comparison of a BoWav-based classifier with ICLabel is only
meaningful in the three classes where expert labels are available, we need to train our classifier (see
below) in the full set of seven IC classes that ICLabel was trained for, to have a fair comparison. We
thus follow a weakly-supervised learning approach Zhou (2018) and annotate the rest of ICs using
the EEGLAB Delorme & Makeig (2004) plugin of ICLabel, which might introduce label noise to
the training, as some ICs could still have labels in Yexp.

Shift-invariant k-means Let q be the number of ICs on a given class, and X̌i = [x̌1, . . . , x̌Mi
]

be a matrix whose columns are the Mi non-overlapping windows of length L extracted from the IC
time series xi. For each class, we randomly sample the data across ICs and time, by taking a subset
of the ICs that belong to a class, and a subset of all possible non-overlapping windows from each
chosen IC. We thus obtain the set X̌ = {x̌πj

}Ňj=1, with πj ∈ π, and π being a random permutation
of [Ňtot], with Ňtot =

∑q
i=1 Mi being the total number of non-overlapping windows available on

a given IC class. We used a shift invariant k-means algorithm Mendoza-Cardenas & Brockmeier
(2021), abbreviated here as sikmeans, to learn C = [c1, . . . , ck] ∈ RP×k, a class-specific codebook
of k centroids of length P , with L > P . We solve

min
[c1,...,ck]∈RP×k

1

Ň

Ň∑
i=1

min
τ∈{0,...,L−P}
ν∈{1,...,k}

a∈R≥0

1

2
∥TP (x̌i, τ)− acν∥22, (1)

where TP (x̌i, τ) is the P -length window extracted from x̌i at time shift τ , with τ ∈ {0, . . . , L−P}.
This optimization problem is solved by iteratively updating the codebook and the shift-invariant
cluster assignments in an alternating fashion, similar to the classical k-means algorithm. First, with
a fixed codebook, we find the centroid closest to each non-ovelapping window, i.e., the best tuple
{τ, ν, a}. Then, each centroid in the codebook is updated by averaging the signals in its cluster, after
extracting the P -length windows at the best τ found in the previous step. In the end, centroids in C
are an approximation of recurrent waveforms that are representative of the IC time series.

For a given non-overlapping representation of an IC, X̌, let g : RL×M × RP×k → [k]M be a shift-
invariant cluster assignment operator such that g(X̌,C) = ν = [ν1, . . . , νM ]T, with νi ∈ [k] being
the index of the centroid in C closest to the i-th window in X̌, for i ∈ [M ].

Let Y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} be the set of J IC class labels, and Cj ∈ RP×k be a codebook of k repre-
sentative waveforms of length P for class j ∈ Y . The codebook Cj is learned by running sikmeans
on non-overlapping windows of length L taken at random from a set of ICs in Dj , where

Dj =

{
{(xi, yi) : yi = j, i = 1, . . . , Nexp}, j ∈ Yexp

{(xi, yi) : yi = j, i = Nexp + 1, . . . , N}, j ∈ Y \ Yexp.
(2)
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In other words, the codebooks for classes with ground-truth labels are learned using only ICs with
expert labels, and for the rest of the classes we use the ICs with noisy labels.

Bag-of-Waves The feature representation for BoWav is a vector, z = [BoW(g(X̌,C1))
T,

. . . ,BoW(g(X̌,CJ))
T]T = [BoW(ν1)

T, . . . ,BoW(νJ)
T]T, with BoW : [k]M → {0, . . . ,M}k de-

noting the bag-of-waves mapping such that BoW(ν) = z′ = [z′1, . . . , z
′
k]

T are the counts of the
labels in ν, with z′i =

∑M
j=1Jνj = iK, for i ∈ [k], and JstatementK = 1 when statement is

true, and 0 otherwise. Finally, we scale the BoWav features by their inverse document-frequency
(idf) Robertson (2004) to downweight overly frequent waveforms.

PSD and autocorrelation We also consider the feature vector z = [P T
x , R

T
xx]

T, with Px and Rxx

being the PSD and autocorrelation of an IC, respectively. These two time-frequency features are
computed in the same way as in ICLabel Pion-Tonachini et al. (2019).

Classifier Let hΘ : Z → [0, 1]J be a multi-class classifier with parameters Θ ∈ Rd×J such that
hΘ(z) = p = [p1, p2, . . . , pJ ]

T is a vector of class probabilities, with z ∈ Z being the feature
vector extracted from the IC time series x, pj = P(Y = j | z), and Y ∈ Y = {1, 2, . . . , J} denoting
a random variable corresponding to the class label. Let Li(Θ) be the cross-entropy loss of hΘ on
the i-th sample, zi. We train hΘ by finding the Θ that minimizes

L(Θ) = wexp

Nexp∑
i=1

biLi(Θ) +

N∑
i=Nexp+1

biLi(Θ) +
1

2
α∥vec(Θ)∥22 + β∥vec(Θ)∥1, (3)

with wexp > 0 being a sample weight used to emphasize samples with ground-truth labels, vec(Θ)
denoting the result of flattening the matrix Θ into a vector, and ∥·∥2 and ∥·∥1 denoting the l2 and
l1 norms, respectively, with corresponding α, β > 0 scalar factors that determine the regularization
strength. In order to account for class imbalance in the data set, we scale each sample loss by a
class weight, bi, that is inversely proportional to the frequency of yi, the class the sample belongs
to. Formally, bi = N∑N

l=1Jyl=yiKJ
.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We split the data into two disjoint sets of 27 and 7 subjects for training and test, respectively, which
corresponds to an approximate 80:20 ratio of the number of ICs. To extract the BoWav feature
vector, we first need to learn a codebook of waveforms from each of the seven IC classes. We
ran sikmeans on windows of length L = 384 (1.5 seconds) to a learn a codebook of k = 128
centroids with length P = 256 (1 second), using random initialization, and taking the best of three
runs in terms of the sum of distances of all the windows to their closest centroid. In order to learn
the codebooks in a reasonable amount of time, we sampled the training set across ICs and across
time: we used a maximum of two ICs per subject and 50 minutes per IC, totaling 45 hours worth of
training in most IC classes. Once all the class-specific codebooks are learned, we extract the BoWav
features by performing shift-invariant cluster assignment on 1.5-second non-overlapping windows
of the IC time series, using all the ICs avaliable in the training set, and taking 50 minutes per IC. For
the feature vector composed of the PSD and autocorrelation, we used all the training data available.

We used scikit-learn Pedregosa et al. (2011) to train two multinomial logistic regression classifiers
(see Eq. 3), one using the BoWav feature, and the other one using the concatenation of the PSD
and autocorrelation sequence. The regularization parameters C and l1 ratio from scikit-learn
are related to α and β as α = (1 − l1 ratio)/C and β = l1 ratio/C. We split the training
data using a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation, and compute balanced accuracy (our validation
metric, see App. B) only on the ICs of the held-out subject that have ground-truth labels. To find
the best parameters for each classifier, we search among the following set of candidates: C= {0.001,
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}, l1 ratio= {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}, and wexp = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}.

Figure 1 shows the confusion matrices of ICLabel and the two linear classifiers trained with BoWav
and PSD+autocorrelation, evaluated on the test set with expert-annotated data. The rows of these
matirices are normalized to sum to 1, and thus the numbers in the main diagonal correspond to
the recall of the classifier on each class. Similarly, Table 1 shows the precision, recall, and F1
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scores of each classifier, as well as the support (number of ICs) of each class. The BoWav classifier
outperforms both baselines (ICLabel and the PSD+autocorrelation classifier) on the brain class,
with a significant increase in recall. Furthermore, the BoWav classifier also has a significantly better
performance in the muscle class compared to ICLabel.

Figure 1: Left: Confusion matrix of the PSD and autocorrelation feature vector computed on data
annotated by experts. Right: Confusion matrix of the BoWav feature vector. Bottom: Confusion
matrix of IClabel.

Table 1: Classification results
BoWav PSD+autocorr ICLabel

prec. recall f1 prec. recall f1 prec. recall f1 supp.
brain 0.97 0.91 0.94 1.00 0.88 0.93 1.00 0.83 0.91 128
muscle 0.98 0.68 0.81 0.96 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.36 0.53 85
eye 0.45 1.00 0.62 0.87 0.93 0.90 0.82 1.00 0.90 14

4 DISCUSSION

We proposed a locally shift invariant feature representation, bag-of-waves (BoWav), for the classifi-
cation of EEG independent components. Using a simple linear classifier, BoWav outperformed two
strong baselines in the brain-related IC class. The codebook of waveforms for the brain class was
learned from only 27 subjects, from which the BoWav classifier was able to generalize to 7 unseen
subjects. Moreover, brain activity has much more variability and diversity in waveform morphol-
ogy in comparison to the other six artifact-related classes. In addition to its good predictive power,
BoWav is highly interpretable, as the codebooks learned have waveforms that are representative of
each condition, like the QRS complex Malmivuo & Plonsey (2012) in the heart codebook, and
the typical low-frequency spikes due to eye blinks in the eye codebook (see App. D).

There are multiple directions in which our work could be extended or improved. First, BoWav could
be used to provide a more fine-grained classification of brain-related ICs, e.g., classifying brain ICs
into subclasses like alpha-rhythm IC, or mu-rhythm IC. Second, given the performance delivered by
the PSD and autocorrelation, it would be interesting to test the performance of a classifier trained
with the concatenation of BoWav and those two other features. Finally, the problem of learning
codebooks of representative waveforms from long time series remains a challenging and open prob-
lem, and research efforts in that direction will have an important impact in the improvement of
downstream tasks, like the classification of time series through a bag-of-waves or, in general, an
NLP-based approach.
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A DATA

We use the Imagined Emotion Study dataset Onton & Makeig (2022), which has multichannel EEG
recordings from 32 subjects (13 male and 19 female, with age mean and standard deviation of
25.5±5 years), sampled at 256 Hz. The dataset also has the time series ICs, and labels from two
experts for brain, eye lateral, blink, and muscle. The data was recorded as part of an
eyes-closed emotion imagination task. Please refer to Onton & Makeig (2009) for more details about
the data.

B BALANCED ACCURACY

The validation metric that we use is balanced accuracy, defined as

balanced-accuracy(y, ŷ, wexp) =
1∑
j ŵj

∑
i

Jŷi = yiKŵi, (4)

with yi and ŷi denoting the true and predicted labels for the i-th sample, for i ∈ {1, . . . , Nexp, Nexp+
1, N}, and

ŵi =


wexp∑Nexp

j=1 Jyj=yiKwexp+
∑N

j=Nexp+1Jyj=yiK
i = 1, . . . , Nexp

1∑
jJyj=yiK

i = Nexp + 1, . . . , N,
(5)
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being a scalar that combines the expert and class weights to account for the mixed label source and
the class imbalance in the dataset.

C EXTENDED RELATED WORK

The bag-of-waves representation of a time series is built by splitting the time series in non-
overlapping subsequences, assigning those subsequences to a set of shorter prototypical waveforms
in a shift-invariant way, and counting the number of subsequences assigned to each waveform. The
most expensive step in that process is the actual acquisition of the codebook of prototypical wave-
forms. There are two approaches to get that codebook. The first approach is by learning an ap-
proximation of the most representative waveforms in the time series, through either a shift-invariant
clustering of subsequences Mendoza-Cardenas & Brockmeier (2021), or convolutional dictionary
learning Brockmeier & Prı́ncipe (2016); Jas et al. (2017); la Tour et al. (2018). The shift-invariant k-
means algorithm that we used here Mendoza-Cardenas & Brockmeier (2021) inherits the scalability
of the classical k-means algorithm (linear with the number of windows). Thus, the implementation
of shift-invariant k-means algorithm form of dictionary learning has the same order of computational
complexity as training a neural network, and can be further optimized using batch based updates for
the particular hardware capacity. In contrast, convolutional dictionary learning approaches are com-
putationally more expensive, usually requiring the computation of a gradient in the dictionary update
step la Tour et al. (2018).

The second approach to getting the codebook of prototypical waveforms is by directly finding the
most representative waveforms in the time series, without any approximation. The state-of-the-art
method that follows this approach is Snippet-Finder Imani et al. (2020), which uses a shift-invariant
distance, MPdist Gharghabi et al. (2020), to compute the similarity between non-overlapping subse-
quences. Snippet-Finder finds the k most representative subsequences (snippets) in the time series,
taking into account not only how close are their nearest neighbors, but also what percentage of the
time series is covered by each candidate snippet. Unfortunately, the time complexity of Snippet-
Finder is cubic with the number of time series subsequences.

Finally, as the authors of Snippet-Finder pointed out, motif discovery Yeh et al. (2016) and shapelets
Ye & Keogh (2009) (other methods used to find recurrent patterns in time series) are not well suited
for this task. Motif discovery relies more on how close a pattern is to its nearest neighbor, but ignores
its coverage, making it very susceptible to matching to artifactual patterns that occur only once. In
contrast, shapelets requires a prior choice on the set of predefined waveforms and specific queries
on windows.
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D CLASS-SPECIFIC CODEBOOKS

Figure 2: Codebook of brain centroids, ordered from left to right and top to bottom in descending
order of their cluster size. In red, a waveform with a strong α-rhythm at 10 Hz.
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Figure 3: Codebook of muscle centroids.
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Figure 4: Codebook of eye centroids.
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Figure 5: Codebook of heart centroids.
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Figure 6: Codebook of line noise centroids.
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Figure 7: Codebook of channel noise centroids.
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Figure 8: Codebook of ”other” centroids.
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